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“That's a
different soup!”

“Lightning
in a Bottle”

T

PHOTO FROM THE REAL FOOD WEBSITE: WWW.REALFOODVA.COM

In addition to the lunch stand and catering business, Real
Food is also a custom bakery, producing one-of-a-kind cakes.
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he name came to them one night when Sarah
and Paul Deigl came home drop-dead tired
from work. All they could muster was takeout. "Paul would say, 'do you want pizza?'"
"And I'd say, 'No.'" The 'no' trails off forlornly.
"Chinese?"
"No."
"Mexican?"
"No," sighed Sarah, exhausted and exasperated.
"I just want some real food.'"
Not that pizza, Chinese or Mexican are fake food;
anything but. But she just wanted something simple… and comforting …and healthy… and, for that
matter, interesting. You know…real food.

Phil Audibert
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It's only three of them: Paul and Sarah Deigl with Brian Whiteside in the window.
Parking and seating is cramped. They aren’t listed in the phone book. They don't take
credit cards, and their sign is a painted bed sheet. That's the way they like it.
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"Basically it starts out, what do you want to eat next
week?" Sarah Deigl describes the creative process of
designing the weekly menu at Real Food. "Like literally, what does Paul, Brian and Sarah want for lunch
next week?"
First, they look in the fridge to see what needs to be
eaten up. Then they knock ideas around, pairing a
soup to a salad, a sandwich to a soup. "I'll get it made
on Thursday or Friday, or I'll come in on Saturday and
finish it up," says Brian Whiteside of his prep work.
Brian is an experienced pastry chef himself and graduate of NECI. He just showed up on the Real Food
doorstep one day and more or less refused to leave.
Paul scrapes a platter of roasted onions into a pot
for one of next week's soups. This weekend he won't
get much time off because he has a luncheon for 40 to
cater on Sunday. "I try to get a day off every few
weeks. It'd be nice to have one day off per week,
but…." He lets the sentence dangle because making
real food is time consuming.
Sarah remembers in the beginning asking, "Are people going to want to eat this kind of food, or are we
going to have to dumb it down." They chose to stick to
their guns: nothing permanent on the menu; no standard fare, no chicken salad sandwich unless Paul
wants to make one, which he does every now and
then. They remember their first menu featured a
Vietnamese sandwich called a Banh Mi with all kinds
of pickled veggies and jalapenos and stuff, "the best
sandwich ever," sighs Sarah dreamily. "The second day
somebody came in and ordered seven of them," chortles Paul.
If it sounds like they make these dishes up as they
go along; they do. "Yes," confirms Paul without a
moment's hesitation. "That's it. Absolutely…It's very
haphazard." In fact, are you ready for this, he keeps
most of his recipes in his head!
Occasionally he will refer to the 'Old' and 'New
Testaments' of what they call the 'Bible,' two notebooks full of stained, spotted, and dog-eared handwritten recipes that Sarah has collected over the years.
These are the tried and true, the ones that, "work so
well and are so perfect that I just want to keep them in
one place." Once Paul made a notation in the 'Bible.'
"And we had a fight," snaps Sarah. "I was like, 'You
don't write in the Bible. I'm the only one who does
that.'" She purses her lips. "So now he asks permission."

Could the 'Bible' be a cookbook in the offing? "No," cold ice cream. You want your crisp crust and your soft
apples. You want your tart apple flavor with earthy cinshe says definitively. Paul tried to start a 'Bible' of his
namon. All those things in balance, in harmony with
own, "but it's too much trouble to keep up with." And
each other, that's what makes a great dish."
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On a Friday, Paul Deigl is already working on next week's
needs
a little vinegar, it
"by eating a lot, readroasted onion, cheese, cream, and garlic soup. Soups are
needs
a little lemon
ing a lot," says Sarah,
Paul's specialty.
juice." For home cooks,
who devours Cooks
"that's one of the
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bringing in all the things that make a good dish, which
Today, Paul is making "a very rich, smooth" roasted
is sweet and salty, crunchy and soft," follows up Sarah.
onion, cheese, cream and garlic soup. The last thing he
She points to one of the salads on today's menu.
will do is add "a few drops of some vinegar." He thinks
Blood oranges, goat cheese, and pistachios are variback to when he was teaching a cooking class and he
ably sweet, salty, crunchy and soft. "It's just a process
had everyone try an un-doctored soup. "And everyone
like that. Balance is the key to successful cooking."
Take pastries for example. "You need texture, you need would try the soup. Then I would add the few drops of
vinegar, mix it in, and we'd all taste again. And they
temperature and you need balance in the flavor. Your
would just go, 'Wow, that's a different soup.'"
apple pie; you want your warm apple pie with your
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Sarah listens to her customers. "Sometimes they'll
"Like what I would cook for myself, but I was too
tired to make. Fresh, healthy, homemade, not fried," leave and say, 'You know, you're right. That is real
she elaborates. "What we're doing was what I was food," she muses. "I don't know exactly what lightning
in a bottle we've got here, but it's great."
wishing for."
Real Food is further defined by what it is not.
She refers to their tiny lunch counter and catering
kitchen on Rt. 15 south of town. "It's interesting what Located on an odd little triangle of land past which the
people expect when they come in. People will say, 'real Rt. 15 traffic fairly whizzes, it is not a traditional restaufood,' what do you mean by that?' And sometimes peo- rant by any means. It's too small. "By permit we can
only have 12 seats,"
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food, I think."
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Brian Whiteside prepares a bison flank steak, charred onion,
er, vastly superior to
They don't have
Dijon, and arugula sandwich as Sarah Deigl looks on. The legions of staff; it's just
the usual (shudder)
menu at Real Food changes completely every week. the three of them:
soy substitute. If you
can't quite make that
Sarah,
Paul
and
stretch, how about a bison flank steak, charred onion, Brian. And, "we have zero debt." When vendors delivDijon, and arugula sandwich on Ciabatta bread er, the Real Food folks write a check on the spot,
instead? Or a blood orange, pistachio, goat cheese spurning offered credit. "The thing I really love about
and greens salad with a blood orange vinaigrette? Or this, and sometimes we have to remind ourselves of it,
a Thai green curry and beef soup? That's what was on is that we are the owners of this business and we can
the menu a couple of weeks ago. Monday, it'll be dif- do whatever we want," says Sarah defiantly. So, if Paul
ferent because the menu changes completely every doesn't want to make chicken salad, he's not going to.
week. You could eat lunch here five days a week for "We're trying really hard to stay true to what we want
months and never have the same real food twice.
to be and at the same time be really embracing to what
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Hartman at Clifton Inn and again at Hot Cakes, while
the community wants us to be."
Real Food is actually three enterprises: the publicly Paul worked for two high-end restaurants in
visible lunch spot, a catering company that operates Charlottesville before settling in at Hot Cakes himself.
out of the commercial kitchen in back, and Sarah's Eventually, Paul and Sarah wound up working different
custom baking operation. The Real Food philosophy shifts at Meander Plantation; he doing the dinners, she
the pastries and breakfasts. "After two years, it just got
applies to all three branches.
For Sarah, getting into the food and beverage busi- to be more work, more work, back and forth, later
ness started when she would bake cakes for her high hours, an hour and a half in the car every day," grumschool friends. She remembers half joking to herself, bles Paul. "And we had a young child at that point, and
"I don't want to go to college, I should just go to culi- we wanted to buy a house," chimes in Sarah.
nary school." And in fact, after a brief stint at Virginia,
They moved back to her hometown, Orange. Paul
"The University and I mutually decided to part ways." started a personal chef service, cooking everything
That naturally led to "what everybody who doesn't from cozy suppers for two to dinner parties for 50 in
have any marketable skills does, which is get a job in his clients' kitchens. And so Real Food was born.
a restaurant."
When
the
For her it was
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Box
Hot Cakes in
Grill
space
Charlottesville,
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"and I showed
it as a way to
up every day
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And
even
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very
slow
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needed
a
Paul laconicalbaker, and so
ly. "'The comthey said, 'Do
mitment is just
you want to
too much. I
become
a
don't want to
baker,' and I
be locked into
said, 'Sure.' It
a lease,'" he
was total onremembers
the-job-trainprotesting.
ing."
Meanwhile,
Real Food is actually three enterprises: the publicly visible lunch spot, a "She browbeat
Paul
was
catering company that operates out of the commercial kitchen in back, and me into doing
Sarah's custom baking operation. it," he asides.
undergoing a
The sandsimilar experience. Abandoning the idea of getting his masters from wich shop idea sprouted in September 2009, when a
JMU, he had moved to Charlottesville and found work favorite lunch spot on the other side of town closed for
making sandwiches at a local restaurant. From there, good. "And there was no place else I wanted to go,"
he moved up the ladder to line cook to manager. One grouses Sarah. She turned to Paul and said, "'We
day he was thumbing through some cooking school need to open for lunch.'" She had always joked, "I'm
brochures when Sarah peered over his shoulder and going to make pies, sell pies through a window."
Later, they were approached to establish a sit-down
said, "'Hey, maybe I should go to culinary school.'"
Thanks to what she gratefully refers as "very sup- restaurant at 110 East Main, where the Light Well is
portive" parents, Sarah attended the New England today. It was their dream come true. But, to their credCulinary Institute (NECI) in tiny Montpelier, Vermont. it, Sarah and Paul felt that their kids, Rhew and Avery
"Everything you do in the school is to be consumed by should come first. "We realized very suddenly that we
real world patrons, which I really liked. I liked the idea were not ready for that kind of additional commitment
of hands-on learning."
of time. That was the biggest thing. We have these two
Later she served internships in this area with Craig little kids who already are starting to feel like 'why can't
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you come be the chaperone on my field trip. How ly grown food, "We do as much locally as makes
come everybody else's parent is there and you guys sense, which means if it is available and we can afford
to use it."
aren't?'"
Another good thing is that after so many years
It was a tough decision. "The worst day of my professional life was the day that we had to tell Dan working different shifts, Paul and Sarah are now work(Gregg) and David (Perdue) that we were backing out, ing together. "It's great," says Sarah unhesitatingly. "I
and they were incredible businessmen and gentlemen love it," echoes Paul. Married 13 years, they spar
about the whole situation, for which I will be forever good-naturedly. "Can you believe it, I stuck with her,"
he jokes. "I stuck with
grateful," says Sarah
reverently.
you!" she counters.
Her mother, Page
"I felt like a real
Sullenberger,
just
jerk for awhile," says
rolls her eyes.
Paul, "but right now
Asked if Paul is, as
the kids are at an age
many chefs are, an
where we cannot do
egocentric tantrumanything else big. I
throwing ogre in the
like them too much.
kitchen, Sarah calmly
Everybody
keeps
responds, "He is the
saying before you
least chef-like chef
know it, you're going
temperamentally of
to turn around and be
any you will meet. He
shipping them off to
is incredibly easy
college,
and
I
going." She adds,
absolutely do not
however, "occasionalwant to miss what
ly," he can be someleads up to that."
what particular.
Besides if they had
"Occasionally???"
become a full-service
scoffs steady-eddy
restaurant,
they
Brian in mock surwould have lost conprise.
trol. "It's me and Paul
In his own defense,
and Brian, and we all
Paul says, "I…I…If I
get along really well,"
want something cut a
says Sarah. "And if
certain way, that's
we get bigger we
how I want it cut, and
have to find more
that's the way it
people…And staying
this small allows us
should
be
cut."
the obsessive level of
Everybody nods. Paul
control that we both
is also a stickler for
actually crave, which
cleanliness. "I'm too
is we have our hand
messy
for
him,"
in every bit of food
shrugs Sarah, "which
that goes out the
drives him crazy."
door. And the totally
Everybody
nods
Sarah Deigl refers to her collection of tried and true recipes, again.
unexpected
part
known fondly at "The Bible."
about this is how
It's Friday afternoon. "There's nothmuch fun we're having meeting all the customers." Like the line in the ing left," announces Paul. "There's no blood orange
'Cheers' song, "Where every-bo-dy knows your salad, there's no bison, there's no lentils." He pulls
name," the folks at Real Food recognize just about down the menu and starts cleaning the place up.
everyone who walks through the door.
"Wow, this has never happened before. We have run
Take Jim and Shirley Webster for example. They out of everything," exclaims Sarah delightedly.
Real Food will be back Monday, fully stocked with a
come in here at least three times a week, after they
work out in a local gym. "I'll tell ya, the food makes you completely new menu, as it does every week: three
feel good afterwards," says Jim. Sarah points out that new soups, three new salads, five new sandwiches…
although they don't exclusively serve organic or local- but every morsel of it, real food.

